New Innovations has debuted a feature that enables hospitals and other institutions to onboard rotating medical students.

With this tool, coordinators can now include student rotators within their Checklists to manage and track the various steps in the onboarding process, including security badges, vaccinations, scrub sizes, etc.

This eliminates the necessity for a second manual process and enables these rotators to be brought into your institution just as you would for a traditional resident.

To learn more about our new Student Rotator tool, including pricing, contact one of our sales associates at sales@new-innov.com

In 1995 we reimagined a way to simplify the way residencies collect data. Today, our software spans numerous healthcare education disciplines in hospitals, medical schools, and private practices around the world.

Our focus has been, and will always be, our customers. Join us and enjoy our fantastic client support, consistent product enhancements, vast technical integrations, and so much more.